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QUESTION 1

You want to analyze SQL performance. You use the SQL Monitor in the production system (PRD) to collect the data.
How can you create a snapshot in the development system (DEV)? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Use transaction SWLT in PRD to export a file and transaction SWLT in DEV to import this file. 

B. Use transaction SWLT in DEV to retrieve a snapshot from PRD by RFC. 

C. Use transaction SQLM in PRD to export a file and transaction SWLT in DEV to import this file. 

D. Use transaction SRTCM in DEV to retrieve a snapshot from PRD by RFC. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

SAP enabled key user extensibility for a SAP Fiori application. The application accesses a database table that you
extended with an append structure in the customer namespace. You want to use key user extensibility to create input
fields on the SAP Fiori UI that correspond to the custom database fields. 

Which of the following steps are mandatory? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Append the custom database fields to the extension include structure provided by SAP. 

B. Activate the custom database fields using the transaction Extensibility Registry (SCFD_REGISTRY). 

C. Redefine the OData service used by the SAP Fiori app in transaction SAP Gateway Service Builder (SEGW)to add
the custom database fields. 

D. Enable the usage of the custom database fields in the Custom Fields and Logic app. 

E. Enable the custom database fields for usage in SAP Fiori apps using the transaction Enable Fields for Use in the
Custom Fields and Logic (SCFD_EUI) app. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to write a SELECT statement using the Open SQL syntax of release 7.50.Which of the following sequences of
clauses are valid? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. FROM clause can precede the column list 

B. WHERE clause can precede the INTOclause 

C. UP TO ... ROWS can precede the INTO clause 



D. INTO can precede the UNION clause 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

You have written the following code: START-OF-SELECTION. LOOP AT itab INTO DATA(line). * ENDLOOP. The
system creates a variable called Line. When is it created and when can you address it? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. It is created when the LOOP statement is processed. You can access it only within the loop. 

B. It is created at the beginning of the program. You can access it any time after the declaration. 

C. It is created when the LOOP statement is processed. You can access it any time after the declaration. 

D. It is created at the beginning of the program. You can access it only within the loop. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a destination in SAP BTP cockpit. Which of the following destination types can you set in the Connectivity
Service? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. HTTP 

B. SMTP 

C. RFC 

D. OData 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

You maintain a transactional app for sales orders that is built with the ABAP Programming model for SAP Fiori. For
which of the following tasks would you implement a determination of the BOPF Business Object? 

There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Calculate the sales order sum 

B. Assign the sales order ID 

C. Check the creation date 



D. Save the sales order data 

E. Dynamically allow or disallow editing 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

For performance optimization, you want to combine the results of ABAP Test Cockpit and the SQL Monitor runtime data.
Which tool do you use for this? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. SQL Performance Tuning Worklist (SWLT) 

B. Runtime Check Monitor: Data Display (SRTCMD) 

C. SQL Monitor: Display Data (SQLMD) 

D. Runtime Check Monitor (SRTCM) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

How could you replace the statement CONCATENATE a b INTO c.? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. c = |{ a }{ b }|. 

B. c = |aandandb|. 

C. c = aand b. 

D. c = a andand b. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

The class CL_CLASS contains a public static method DO_SOMETHING with an importing parameter 

PARAM TYPE i. Your program contains the following data declaration: DATA var TYPE string. 

Which of the following method calls is syntactically correct? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. cl_class=>do_something( param = CONV #( var ) ). 

B. cl_class=>do_something( param = var ). 



C. cl_class=>do_something( param = EXACT #( var ) ). 

D. cl_class=>do_something( param = CAST #( var ) ). 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following are features of the ABAP Test Cockpit? There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Schedule global check runs 

B. Request and approve exemptions 

C. Check how often code is executed 

D. Measure the consumption of database time 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

What can you do with the SQL Trace Tool (ST05)? There are 3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Detect all deleted database records 

B. Locate database-related performance issues 

C. Locate database-related functional issues 

D. Display record of all database access 

E. Detect redundant statements 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 12

You develop an SAP Fiori app in a specific solution area. Where do you define tiles and target mappings for the app? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

A. In a Technical Catalog 

B. In a Business Role 

C. In a Business Catalog Group 

D. In a Business Catalog 

Correct Answer: A 
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